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Abstract

There is a widespread belief that effective advertising works persuasively within an information processing paradigm. High attention is regarded as being of critical importance in facilitating this process, and emotional content is seen as supporting information processing by raising levels of attention. Recent research, however, suggests that emotional content in advertising can influence brand favourability even when rational content has no effect. This article explores the psychology behind the processing of emotion and attention, and presents a ‘hierarchy-of-processing’ model which shows how advertising can influence brand choice without the need for informational persuasion or high attention. The implications this model has for the development of successful advertising are discussed.

1. The Information Processing Model

It is widely held by both practitioners and academics that advertising works best by delivering a unique persuasive informational message. Rosser Reeves assertion that ‘Advertising is the art of getting a unique selling proposition into the heads of the most people at the lowest possible cost’ (1961: 121) is mirrored nearly 40 years later by Duncan &
Moriarty in Advertising Age, who describe advertising as ‘... one-way communication: creating and sending messages...’ (1999: 44). Jones describes advertising as an activity which ‘...increases people's knowledge and changes people's attitudes’ (1990: 237) and states that ‘...the selling message must be unmistakable’ (2002: 36). Meyers-Levy & Malaviya consider ‘...only theories that adopt an information-processing perspective’, and assert that ‘Regardless of their content and the techniques they employ, most [advertising] messages share a common final goal: persuading target consumers to adopt a particular product, service, or idea’ (1999: 45). Even Petty & Cacioppo (1986), although presenting two routes in their Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM), see the low attention Peripheral Route as weak and only effective if tied in to high levels of repetition.

But not all academics accept that advertising works in a persuasive attitude-changing hierarchy. Krugman pointed out 40 years ago that much of the content of TV advertising did not fit the traditional persuasion models prevalent at the time: ‘Does this suggest that if television bombards us with enough trivia about a product we may be persuaded to believe it? On the contrary, it suggests that persuasion as such ... is not involved at all and it is a mistake to look for it... as a test of advertising’s impact’ (1965: 353). A decade later Ehrenberg, contesting the failure of persuasion-based theory to explain many of the facts of marketing, stated ‘Advertising... is not as powerful as is sometimes thought, nor is there any evidence that it actually works by any strong form of persuasion or manipulation’ (1974: 25).

Ehrenberg’s ‘reinforcement’ model advanced a theory that ‘Advertising’s main role is to reinforce feelings of satisfaction with brands already being used’ (1974:33). But his boldest assertion was that attitude change was not a mandatory precursor to purchase: ‘It seems to be generally assumed that improving the attitudes of a nonuser towards a brand should make him use the brand, or at least become more predisposed to doing so. But this amounts to
assuming that people’s attitudes or image of a brand can in fact be readily changed, and that such attitude changes must precede the desired change in behavior. There is little or no evidence to support these assumptions.’ (1974: 30).

This controversial statement suggests Ehrenberg’s reinforcement model has nothing to do with persuasion. However, persuasion is capable of being defined in more than one way.

**Persuasion Defined**

The Oxford Compact English Dictionary’s general definition of persuade is ‘*Cause someone to believe, convince*’ (Oxford Compact English Dictionary 1996: 746). In rather more eloquent language the Longman Dictionary defines persuasion as ‘*to move by argument, reasoning, or pleading to a belief, position, or course of action*’ (Longman Dictionary 1984: 1096). The emphasis this definition places on argument reasoning or pleading suggests persuasion under this definition is using ‘*propositional representations*’ – ‘*…language-like representations that capture the ideational content of the mind.*’ (Eysenck & Keane 2000: 246). This identifies persuasion as an information processing activity, in which thoughts are actively manipulated to create new beliefs and attitudes.

This definition of persuasion corresponds closely to the Central Route of the ELM. The ELM operationalises motivation and involvement and develops two routes for persuasion: a more strongly persuasive Central Route and a less strongly persuasive Peripheral Route. A requirement for Central Route processing is the motivation to process the message on the part of the consumer, which leads to a more thoughtful level of processing and more enduring attitude changes. The Central and Peripheral routes differ according to ‘*the extent to which the attitude change that results … is due to active thinking*’ (Petty & Cacioppo 1996: 256).

But this ‘active thinking’ definition is not the only definition of persuasion. The Oxford Dictionary also defines persuasion as ‘*to induce, lure, attract, entice*’. (op. cit.). This implies
a verbal or rational process is not necessarily needed for persuasion to take place, as the words used (induce, lure, attract, entice) all relate more to feelings and emotions as they do to thinking. This suggests that persuasion can be rational, or emotional, or both rational and emotional. The fact that Ehrenberg sees reinforcement working by taking ‘... an emotional instead of an informative tone...’ (1974: 27) suggests it is mainly this ‘Emotional Persuasion’ he sees happening in reinforcement advertising.

In modern parlance persuasion encompasses both definitions, and is often used to describe any activity which changes the attitudes of the recipient. Again, Ehrenberg’s definition differs somewhat. As mentioned earlier, the reinforcement model denies that advertising always has to change attitudes to influences behaviour. In this way the reinforcement model might seem to define a step beyond even the peripheral route of the ELM.

In practice Reinforcement and the ELM have some marked similarities. One characteristic of Peripheral Processing is that the resulting attitude changes are weak and relatively transient compared with Central Processing: ‘Attitude changes via the Central Route appear to be more persistent, resistant, and predictive of behaviour than changes induced via the peripheral route’ (Petty & Cacioppo 1986: 191). So in the longer term both models predict that there will be no attitude change. A second similarity is the role of emotion. Although Petty & Cacioppo’s Elaboration Likelihood Model does not use emotion as a primary construct, they describe peripheral processing as being ‘... based on affective associations...’ (1986: 191) and propose ‘...when motivation or ability to process issue-relevant arguments is low, attitudes may be changed by associating an issue position with various affective cues’ (1986:130).

So both models support a role for repetitive advertising that relies less on information than on emotional cues, and fails to achieve a demonstrable or long-lasting change in attitudes. The difference of course is that Ehrenberg sees this type of advertising as being effective, and
Petty & Cacioppo regard it as being relatively ineffective.

Current thinking on Emotion

Emotion occupies a rather strange position in the practitioner textbook view of advertising. Marketers seem nervous of it, as exemplified by Adcock et al. who avoid the words emotion and affect entirely, adopting the view that advertising’s remit is simply to ‘... be read, understood, believed, remembered, and finally, acted upon’ (1998: 275). More recently, Armstrong & Kotler see the objective of advertising as being to ‘... inform, persuade, or remind’ (2007: 371), but nowhere do they reference the role of emotion or affect, and again neither word appears in the chapter.

The earliest explicit reference to emotion in a model of advertising appears in Lavidge and Steiner (1961). Their model advocates three sequential components of advertising effectiveness – Cognitive (the realm of thought), Affective (the realm of emotions), and Conative (the realm of motives), and describes a sequence of Awareness (cognitive) → Knowledge (cognitive) → Liking (affective) → Preference (affective) → Conviction (conative) → Purchase (conative). From this it is evident that not only was affect considered a consequence of cognition, but its realm in the model was limited to the decision-making area of liking and preference.

Holbrook and Hirschman (1982) elevated emotion to having a more independent role in advertising. Their Hedonic Experiential Model (HEM) extended cognitive responses beyond conscious information processing to encompass subconscious experiential processing, and also extends the traditionally limited view of affective processing beyond liking and disliking to encompass emotions such as ‘love, hate, fear, joy, boredom, anxiety, pride, anger, disgust, sadness, sympathy, lust, ecstasy, greed, guilt, elation, shame, & awe.’ (1982: 137). However, although they identified a distinct and separate role for emotion, their conclusions suggest
that they still saw emotion as no more than an adjunct which operates alongside information processing: ‘Abandoning the information processing approach is undesirable, but supplementing and enriching it with ... the experiential perspective could be extremely fruitful’ (1982:138).

Three streams of thought seem to have developed after this. The first is illustrated by Jones’ description of effective advertising as a ‘... rational idea enclosed as it were in an emotional envelope’ (2002: 36). This notion, that emotion actively facilitates information processing, can be traced back to Berlyne (1964), who saw arousal as being critical for learning to take place. Berlyne’s thinking was developed by Kroeber-Riel into his ‘Activation Theory’ (1979, 1984), which held that ‘The emotional content of a stimulus induces ‘phasic’ activation (i.e. arousal) and activation promotes information processing’ (1984: 152). Ray & Batra (1983) extended this, postulating that emotion increases attention and memory: ‘...affective advertising may ... be more effective ... because it is attended to more, processed more, evaluated more favourably, and remembered more’ (1983: 544). This idea now recurs frequently in both practitioner and academic literature (Biel 1990, Doyle 1994, Du Plessis 2005).

A second stream saw the power of emotion in advertising arising from the feelings that arise towards the advertisement itself (Smit, Van Meurs & Neijens 2006). Shimp advocated that attitude towards an ad can be ‘transferred’ to and influence attitude towards a brand when category involvement is low (1981). In simple terms, if the brand decision is not critical then ad liking can become brand liking, an idea echoed by Ray & Batra (1983). Srull (1983) offered an explanation why ad liking can result in product liking, suggesting that mood at the time of encoding information from advertising can influence the mood at the time of retrieval. So ‘positive mood states led to more favourable evaluations’ and vice versa (Srull 1983: 524). However, a subsequent study by Gresham & Shimp questioned the assertion that
ad liking would affect brand choice (1985). This later study, aimed at establishing ad liking as classical conditioning, suggested that the transfer effect might not be present in advertising for established brands, and would be weak even in other cases, and further work by Machleit & Wilson (1988) suggested a variety of interactions between ad liking and brand liking. But in advertising agencies the link appears to be unquestioned: Kover Goldberg & James, in a study of creativity and effectiveness which interviewed both consumers and ad agency staff, found ‘Copywriters believe the connection with advertising is always emotional’ (1995: 34) and that ‘Positive affect is elicited by the advertising (and) is then transferred to the brand or product advertised’ (1995: 37).


The complexity of emotions and the difficulty encountered in analysing and measuring them is a common theme in literature, but nowhere is emotional content seen to play more than a supporting role to information processing. Research, however, suggests that emotion may be a great deal more influential on brand decision-making than has previously been supposed.

### 2. **The Power of Emotion**

In this section empirical evidence which supports the power of emotion in advertising is reviewed first. This is followed by learning from interpersonal behavioural psychology and cognitive psychology, both of which help to explain the power of emotion.
Empirical Evidence

It has long been held that communication can exert an influence on emotions that confounds cognitive processes. Wells & Petty confirmed experimentally that affective head movements can covertly interfere with communication (1980). They played a variety of auditory stimuli to subjects through headphones ostensibly designed for jogging and bike riding. The subjects were asked to rate the performance of the headphones on a number of dimensions, and in order to replicate the conditions of jogging and bike riding one group was asked to nod their head up and down, the other to shake their head from side to side. The ‘nodding’ group’s ratings were consistently higher than the ‘shaking’ group’s ratings. And not just a little higher: Zajonc & Markus, commenting on the results, observe that the effect was ‘stronger...than it would have been had Wells & Petty tried to change these attitudes by simple persuasion’ (1985: 130).

Evidence that advertising can interfere with rational processes in a post-purchase reinforcement situation has been produced by Kathryn Braun’s recent experimental work (1999). Braun created samples of Orange Juice of varying quality and gave it to subjects to taste, claiming it was a trial for a new brand. Following a distraction task, half the subjects were exposed to advertising for the brand. It was found that the advertising confounded the subject’s ability to judge accurately the quality of the juice, leading to substandard product being highly rated. Braun’s conclusion in her own words is that ‘...advertising received after a direct product experience altered consumers’ recollection of both objective sensory and affective components of that experience’ (1999: 332).

But there has been little hard evidence to support the idea that emotional content in advertising can work better than a rational persuasive message. Partly this is because advertising evaluation has historically been dominated by metrics which measure ‘thinking’ rather than ‘feeling’ (Wiles and Cornwell 1990). The problem is compounded by the
difficulty of isolating and measuring the impact of emotional content on the attitudes of the target market. As Vakratsas & Ambler observe, ‘...cognition usually intervenes in measurement. Asking about feelings brings cognitive processes into play and induces cognitive bias’ (1999: 32). But recent studies conducted by Heath Brandt & Nairn appear to have overcome this problem.

**Heath, Brandt & Nairn (2006)**

These studies were conducted on a random selection of TV advertisements from a cross-section of different categories which had been on-air recently. 23 ads were tested in the USA and 20 in the UK, and all fieldwork was conducted via the internet. Firstly, a sample of respondents from each country determined the *in vivo* performance of the advertisements on brand attitudes. A 10 point semantic scale measured favorability towards the brands being advertised, after which respondents were exposed to clips from the ads to find out whether or not they had seen them. The brand favorability scores were then split between those who recognized and those who did not recognize the advertisement, enabling the change in favorability resulting from exposure (fav-shift) to be computed. It should be noted that levels of usage were controlled to ensure that there was no bias introduced by having significantly more users in either the recognizer or non-recognizer samples.

A second set of respondents from each country then tested the content of the ads, used a battery of scales derived from a large scale study by Holbrook & Batra (1987). Two of the six content dimensions elicited in this study – Emotional and Cerebral – were operationalised by Heath Brandt & Nairn to score the ‘emotional content’ (creativity) of advertising and the ‘cerebral content’ (message) respectively, using the three highest scale items from Holbrook & Batra to quantify each content dimension. Thus Emotional Content was measured using ‘Emotive’, ‘Moody’, and ‘Soft-sell’ as scale items, and Cerebral Content was measured using ‘Rational’, ‘Newsy’, and ‘Informative’ as scale items.
The date was next tested using stepwise multiple regression to see what if any correlations there were between favorability changes (Fav-shift), emotional content and cerebral content. The USA study (Table 1) showed a highly significant positive relationship between Emotional Content and Fav-shift ($R^2 = 0.283$, $B = +.014$, $p = 0.009$), but an insignificant positive relationship between Cerebral Content and Fav-shift ($R^2 = 0.290$, $B = +.002$, $p = 0.661$).

**Table 1: Correlation Coefficients – US Data**

The UK study (Table 2) showed a slightly stronger significant positive relationship between Emotional Content and Favorability Shift ($R^2 = 0.345$, $B = +.006$, $p = 0.006$), and in this case an inverse non-significant relationship between Cerebral Content and Favorability Shift ($R^2 = 0.364$, $B = -.001$, $p = 0.486$).

**Table 2: Correlation Coefficients – UK Data**

Combining the two samples raises the significance of the Favorability Shift – Emotional Content correlation to 99.9% ($R^2 = 0.255$, $B = +.008$, $p = 0.001$) but the negative UK relationship between Cerebral Content and Favorability Shift vanishes ($R^2 = 0.258$, $B = +.001$, $p = 0.673$). A Pearson Correlation (Table 3) confirms the results.

**Table 3: Pearson (Zero Order) Coefficients versus Partial Coefficients**

What these findings show is that for a random cross-section of 43 TV advertisements there is no significant influence on brand favourability from the Cerebral Content (message) in the ads, but there is a significant influence from the Emotional Content (creativity) in the ads. What is more, the absence of ‘Liking’ from the Emotional Content scale items suggests this is more than simply a matter of liking of ad transferring to liking of brand.

A possible explanation for the poor performance of Cerebral Content comes from Berlyne. Although he saw arousal as a critical precursor to learning, he found that high arousal did not
always facilitate learning: ‘Degree of arousal is presumably crucial, since low arousal would presumably exclude learning (but) These verbal learning studies certainly indicate that high arousal can impede recall during the early stages of learning’ (1964: 131). This suggests that advertising with high levels of emotional content may interfere with the learning that is necessary in order for information processing to be effective.

Another possible explanation is that the randomly chosen ads were all deficient in the motivational ability of their message. This is perhaps not surprising in today’s high pressure marketing environment, where product improvements are often matched within weeks, but TV advertisements may take months to get on air. Support for this explanation is provided by a study of 36 advertisements in the UK which found that only 14% contained information that was not already known to consumers (Ehrenberg et al 2000).

Regardless of these possible explanations, it is undeniably the case that the Emotional Content in the advertising is shown to have exerted an influence on brand favourability in the absence of any apparent contribution from a rational message. Curiously, this finding is also predicted in psychotherapy research into interpersonal communication.

**Emotion in Interpersonal Communication**

A foundation text amongst those who study interpersonal communication is the work of Watzlawick, Bavelas & Jackson (1967). Watzlawick et al. posit five axioms for communication, and it is the first three of these that are relevant to advertising. Their first axiom is that communication is always taking place: *‘One cannot not communicate’* (1967: 51). They establish that even when two people are saying nothing they are still engaged in communication, via their body language and the very fact that they are maintaining silence. This they expand on in their second axiom: *‘Every communication has a content and a relationship aspect such that the latter classifies the former and is therefore a*
metacommunication’ (1967: 54). So the communication is the message itself, and the metacommunication is all the non-verbal paraphernalia which accompanies the message.

In their third axiom Watzlawick et al. draw an analogy between these two types of communication and the concept of ‘digital’ versus ‘analogue’. They see ‘communication’ as the rational ‘digital’ message, which is clear, unequivocal, recognizable, easily analyzed and classified, but lacks emotional values. In contrast, the ‘metacommunication’ is the emotional ‘analogue’ qualifier, which is often subtle, disguised, hard to classify, sometimes even difficult even to identify. It needs only a little imagination to see that their description of interpersonal communication is analogous to the terms that advertising practitioners use when describing advertising. Where Watzlawick et al. talk of ‘rational digital communication’, the practitioner talks of the ‘message’; and where Watzlawick et al. describe ‘emotional analogue metacommunication’, the practitioner talks of ‘creativity’.

Watzlawick et al.’s study of the way in which relationships develop and break down sheds further light on how these two types of communication operate. They found that when relationships between couples were on the verge of collapse, the ‘communication’ was often perfectly reasonable and sensible, but it was the ‘metacommunication’ that was causing the breakdown. In other words, although people were saying good things, the manner in which they communicated caused friction and negativity. They found that by correcting the metacommunication they could often repair the relationship rift, even when damaging and negative things were occasionally said. From this, they conclude that it is this analogue metacommunication aspect of communication that is the main driver of relationships. So Watzlawick et al. indicate that it isn’t likely to be the rational message that builds brand relationships, but the emotional creativity.

Watzlawick et al.’s findings explain how emotion in advertising can influence favorability towards brands. But there is also good evidence to show that emotion is a powerful driver of
decision-making.

**Emotion in Decision-making**

The idea that emotion is involved in decision-making goes back at least to the Lavidge & Steiner model, described earlier, but in their model the role emotion is limited to ‘liking and preferences’ (1962). The model also reflects the thinking of the time, which was that emotion was assumed to be post-cognitive, a function not a determinant of thinking (Schachter & Singer 1962). In 1980 Zajonc successfully challenged this assumption, showing that affective reactions were unavoidable, hard to verbalise, and, most important of all, need not depend upon prior cognition. As he points out, ‘If ... preferences were nothing more than cognitive representations of object features marked with affect, then the problems of predicting attitudes, decisions, aesthetic judgements, or first impressions would have been solved long ago.’ (1980 p.158).

In later work, Zajonc & Marcus confirmed that preferences are ‘...primarily affectively based behavioural phenomena’ (1982:124). Although some affective responses can appear post-cognitive, the cognition is always preceded by at least some level of affective response: ‘...there are many circumstances in which the affective reaction precedes the very cognitive appraisal on which the affective reaction is presumed top have been made.’ (1982: 125).

They also argued that decision-making research overestimated the role of cognition, because people believe they should act rationally and therefore claim rational behaviour in decision making that they haven’t actually used.

Later still, Zajone & Markus (1985), drawing on psychotherapy, suggested that Affective elements were critical to preference change: ‘in the end it is the Affective element that must be altered’ (1985: 127), concluding that cognition and affect may depend on separate psychological and biological systems. Recently this idea has been confirmed by Damasio
Referencing cases where rational decision-making capability is impaired, he shows that emotions and feelings act as a gatekeeper to decisions, providing a bridge between the rational activity of the neo-cortex and the non-rational (limbic) functions of the sub-cortex.

‘The apparatus of rationality, traditionally presumed to be neocortical, does not seem to work without that of biological regulation, traditionally presumed to be sub-cortical’ (1994: 128). His conclusion is that cognition is ‘hard-wired’ (sic) via the emotions, and that feelings are therefore capable of impeding cognition and even driving decisions in the face of negative cognition. This he used to explain intuitive decision-making, which he believes arises from ‘somatic markers’ (sic) – defined as ‘...emotions and feelings... connected by learning to predicted future outcomes of certain scenarios’ (1994:174). A negative somatic marker associated with a particular outcome acts as a disincentive, but ‘when a positive somatic marker is juxtaposed ... it becomes a beacon of incentive’ (1994: 174).

Damasio’s findings indicate a far more important role for emotion in decision-making. He finds no evidence for a direct link between ‘reasoning strategies’ (sic) and decisions, but shows that emotions moderate all decisions. He also shows that emotions can be responsible for driving decisions on their own. If a prior situation has been experienced which has laid down a marker relevant to the present situation, then this marker can ‘...lead to a decision directly, as when a gut feeling impels an immediate response’ (2004: 149). This sort of behaviour he predicts is likely to be enhanced when time is constrained.

Mittal (1994a) empirically confirmed the presence of a negative relationship between ‘information processing mode’ and the ‘affective choice mode’ but suggests that they are not dichotomous, and both can exist together. But Damasio’s theory that feelings drive intuitive decision-making has been validated empirically by Shiv & Fedhorikhin (1999). By constraining decision time they were able to encourage the choice of chocolate cake over fruit salad and vice versa. Thus they were able to show that a time-poor environment encouraged
behaviour associated with positive affective responses, even though the associated cognitive responses were demonstrably negative. In other words, when time is limited (e.g. busy parents shopping for groceries with their children) our choices are likely to be driven by our feelings rather than by logic or rationality.

Mick Broniarczyk & Haidt (2004) describe the rise in choice coupled with a fall in available time as ‘Hyperchoice’. They show that hyperchoice confuses people, and although initially attractive it is ‘...ultimately unsatisfying ... and psychologically draining.’ (2004: 207)

Heath (2001) attributes a rise in intuitive decision-making to the fact that most categories offer a number of brands, all perfectly capable of satisfying consumers’ basic needs. As a result, improvements to brands tend either to be trivial, or if important, to be matched with consummate rapidity. He cites as an example the introduction of no less than four brands of bagless vacuum cleaner being launched within 6 months of the introduction of Dyson’s innovative machine.

Elliott (1998) presents a conceptual model of emotion-driven choice as an alternative to information-processing model. He suggests it is possible to ‘emotionalise’ (sic) product categories using advertising, citing instant coffee and ice cream as examples of categories that have been ‘...repositioned successfully as products with romantic / sexual connotation’ (1998:105). He predicts emotion-driven choice will be non-linear and faster than reason-based decision-making. Pham states ‘Recent developments in social psychology suggest that Affect may play a more central role in the decision-making process than previously recognised’ (1998: 144) and later he experimentally validates Elliott’s prediction, finding also that feelings-based judgements are not only faster but ‘more stable and consistent ... and... more predictive of the number and valance of people’s thoughts’ (Pham et al 2001: 167)

But in order to be able to develop a reliable model of how emotion operates within
advertising it is necessary to understand better exactly how emotion is processed. Literature on this topic is reviewed in the next section.

3. **The Processing of Emotion**

Processing models tend to reflect the general view that Emotion is a relatively weak force alongside cognition. The MacInnis and Jaworski MOA model is an example (1989). The MOA divides advertising processing into three stages – Antecedents, Processing, and Consequence. Within the antecedent stage they have three mediating influences on the nature of processing – Motivation, Ability, and Opportunity.

The main driver of the Processing section of the model is the amount of cognitive resource (i.e. attention) deployed, and six levels are hypothesised, from total distraction to full attention. In the first level of processing the focus is entirely on secondary tasks, and processing capacity is extremely low. In the second level, attention is divided between the ad and the secondary task, and processing capacity is still low. At the third level attention is focused but processing capacity is still low. In levels four to six, attention is seen as focused, capacity is moderate to high, and active cognitive processing is taking place.

Emotion operates at a number of these levels. In level one ‘feature analysis’ leads to ‘mood-generating affect’, but this has little effect on behaviour: ‘Because attention is devoted primarily to the secondary task, brand or ad attitudes are unlikely to be formed’ (1989: 8). Those attitudes that are formed are expected to be weak and confused because ‘Consumers do not pay enough attention to the ad to distinguish the ad from the brand’ (1989: 9). In level two, attention is divided, and ‘pure affect transfer’ takes place. At this level they concede that affect may be tied to the ad, and with repetition, may ‘... make the brand a conditioned stimulus for the evoked feeling. As a result, the brand may be capable of generating affective
Level three, however, opens the door to a different operation by emotion. The MOA speculates that level three will operate when ‘attention is focused on the ad’ and ‘low-moderate’ processing capacity is available, with the consequence that ‘heuristic evaluation’ (consideration of past experiences and ideas) will take place (1989: 4). Note that it is in exactly this area of past experiences that Damasio’s somatic markers are formed. MacInnis and Jaworski accept the potential of this, discussing the nonanalytical processing of ‘schema-based knowledge’, and speculating that easily processed cues may infer brand attributes or benefits. They cite as an example how ‘... a kitten in a tissue ad is likely to lead to the inference that the brand is soft’ (1989:11). But they see this as a lazy way of information processing, referencing Chaiken, who classifies this type of processing as ‘Heuristic Information Processing’, and speaks of it as having ‘... the economic advantage of requiring a minimum of cognitive effort’ and ‘... a less reliable way of judging message validity’ (1980: 753). MacInnis & Jaworski do not commit themselves on whether this level of processing is likely to be able to influence behaviour on its own, i.e. in the absence of a comprehensible message.

Level four corresponds to the Central Route of the ELM, where persuasion is argument-based, and emotion appears not to need to play a part. But in level five and six emotion appears in its traditional role, in support of cognitive processing, to produce ‘empathy-based’ and ‘self-generated’ persuasion.

Meyers-Levy and Malaviya adapt the MOA into two main processing strategies – systematic and heuristic (1999). Their version of heuristic processing seems to assign slightly more power to emotion, suggesting it will be influential when consumers are seeking to minimise the effort of decision-making: ‘The affective implications of these heuristic inferences then are used as a convenient basis of judgement’ (1999: 52). But again this route assumes that
emotions are being consciously consulted, in the form of ideas and experiences.

Meyers-Levy and Malaviya do consider the possibility of subconscious influence taking place, in a third processing strategy – Experiential Processing. This they characterise as being when ... *the amount of cognitive resources that people are willing or able to devote to processing is so meagre that only the most fleeting and scant message processing occurs*’ (1999: 53). This they dismiss as a weak route to persuasion.

But Bagozzi et al. speculate that somatic markers may exert a subconscious influence during processing: ‘*We suggest that such unconscious processes influence or bias a number of antecedents to decision making*’ (2002: 98). And the idea that emotional biases may operate at subconscious or even unconscious levels is strongly supported by psychology research.

**Emotion and Attention**

Experiments by Damasio have shown that emotions are processed autonomically, i.e. independent of will (2000: 55) and are always formed pre-cognitively (2000: 281). He finds that emotions and feelings are formed in what is called the *proto-self* (sic), whereas thoughts are formed in what is known as *core consciousness*. He shows that activity in the proto-self always precedes activity in core consciousness. He also finds that, whilst cognitive processing depends on working memory, processing of feelings and emotions is independent of working memory (2000: 122). Fitzsimmons et al. support this, claiming ‘*There is considerable evidence of non-conscious processes within each of these main categories of affective responses*’ (2002: 274).

Bornstein goes a step further, and provides evidence that emotion is *more* effective when it is processed subconsciously (1989). Initially, using a meta-analysis of mere exposure research, he found that emotional attitudes are greatly enhanced in subliminal exposure; ‘*... exposure to subliminal stimuli actually results in attitude enhancement greater than that produced by*
briefly presented recognisable stimuli’ (1989: 278). He referenced Kihlstrom (1987) for an explanation, who found that ‘conscious countercontrol’ (sic) processes are available to counter-argue against recognisable stimuli, but these processes are not available when the exposure is subliminal. But of more relevance is Bornstein’s hypothesis that Kihlstrom’s idea will not only apply to subliminal stimuli but also to ‘unnoticed, unattended stimuli’ (Bornstein 1989: 281). Bornstein suggests that ‘The most obvious application probably lies in the area of advertising, in which repeated, unreinforced exposure ... has long been one general approach used to enhance attitudes towards a product’ (1989: 283). In later work he confirms that the less aware consumers are of emotional elements in advertising, the better they are likely to work, because the viewer has less opportunity to rationally evaluate, contradict, and weaken their potency of the stimuli (1992).

If Emotional Content is processed better at low levels of attention, then this will explain why Emotion is able to influence consumer behaviour without appearing to be a ‘strong’ form of persuasion. It also dictates that any model which explains how emotion works will need to be based upon different levels of attentional processing. Attention in advertising is therefore reviewed next, prior to a new model being proposed.

4. **Attention in Advertising**

Although attention featured only sporadically in psychology in the first half of the 20th century (Näätänen 1992) it has always been regarded as important in the field of advertising. In their review of over 250 papers Vakratsas & Ambler (1999) identify St Elmo Lewis’ AIDA (Attention → Interest → Decision → Action) as the first formal advertising model, and between then and the mid fifties at least 8 similar sequential models starting with ‘A’ for attention are recorded by Barry & Howard (1990). From 1960 mentions of attention in
advertising models generally ceased (Vakratsas & Ambler 1999), probably because of the difficulty attached to measurement of attention on an ongoing basis (Heath & Nairn 2005). This conclusion is lent weight by the fact that ‘A’ for Attention is replaced by ‘A’ for Awareness from 1960 onwards, awareness being something which is more easily measured (Barry & Howard 1990).

But the absence of Attention from post 1960 advertising models does not signify that it has become irrelevant. What appears to have happened is that high attention has been accepted as mandatory to advertising effectiveness, and this is clear if one surveys current marketing textbooks. Kotler et al., for example, assert that “The advertiser has to turn the ‘big idea’ into an actual ad execution that will capture the target market’s attention and their interest” (Kotler, Armstrong, Saunders & Wong 1999: 800). Likewise Rossiter and Percy state that “…advertising associations attempt to accomplish three things: attention, brand awareness, and persuasion.” (1998: 279) Even the UK’s most celebrated marketing academic, the late Peter Doyle, wrote “For an advertisement... to be effective it must achieve first exposure and then attention” (1994: 240).

This ‘messianic’ belief that attention is necessary for effective advertising processing arises in part from Craik & Lockhart’s theory (1972) that deeper processing results in more enduring memories. However, this idea was challenged some by Eysenck (1978), and the authors were forced to accept that ‘... the notion of depth of processing by itself is insufficient to give an adequate characterisation of memory processes’ (Lockhart & Craik 1978: 174). In later work they completely revised their view that shallow processing leads to rapid forgetting, accepting that shallow processing of sensory information could persist ‘... for hours, minutes, and even months’ (Lockhart & Craik 1990: 98). So what exactly is the relationship between attention and memory, and where does emotion fit in?
Psychology of Attention

Part of the problem is that marketing textbooks use the word attention in the same rather simplistic way it was defined by the psychologist William James at the end of the 19th Century: “... the taking possession by the mind, in clear and vivid form, of one out of what seem several simultaneously possible objects or trains of thought” (James 1890: 403). Attention, however, is not an on-off process, any more than consciousness itself. Damasio states ‘...both consciousness and attention occur in levels and grades, they are not monoliths, and they influence each other in a sort of upward spiral’ (2000: 91). It is important therefore to consider not just the direction of attention but the level of attention being paid. In this article, the level of attention is defined as the amount of cognitive resource being deployed, in line with MacInnis & Jaworski (1989).

James defines two important boundary levels of attention – active and passive. Active Attention is when learning is wilful or deliberate, and the process is controlled by the individual’s goals. This corresponds to what is known as ‘top-down processing’ (Eysenk & Keane 2000: 2), in which the processing strategy is goal-driven. Passive Attention is when learning is inadvertent and is controlled by external stimuli. This corresponds to what is known as ‘bottom-up processing’, in which the processing strategy is stimulus-driven. (Eysenck & Keane 2000: 119). Active and Passive learning both occur when the subject is aware that learning is taking place. However, awareness is not mandatory for learning: ‘meaning may be processed without awareness’ (Eysenck & Keane 2000: 122). Learning which takes place without awareness is defined as Implicit Learning (2000: 532).

It has been accepted for over a century that much of what we process is perceived subconsciously: ‘Hamilton, Carpenter & Laycock observed that the human perceptual system operates largely outside of conscious awareness, an observation also made by Herman Helmholtz’ (Wilson 2002: 10). What is more of an issue is our ability to use
cognition subconsciously. Wilson asserts that ‘... the unconscious mind may have limited cognitive abilities’ (2002: 65). And Damasio (2004) has established that implicit learning is independent of cognitive resource and working memory, which means by definition it cannot analyse and interpret messages. He finds, however, that implicit learning is fully automatic, and, unlike active and passive learning, it never switches off. It operates continuously and subconsciously:

It is important to stress that subconscious is not the same as subliminal. The term subliminal applies to stimuli that operate ‘below the threshold of sensation or consciousness’ (Oxford Compact English Dictionary 1996: 1030). Subliminal advertising refers therefore to things we cannot consciously perceive, for example, frames in film exposed for less than about 1/10th of a second. Advertising which operates like this (i.e. below the threshold of perception) has been shown by Moore (1982) to be weak at best and generally ineffective, a conclusion supported by a meta-analysis of 23 studies by Trappey (1996) which showed ‘...that the effect of subliminal marketing stimuli on influencing consumers’ choice behaviour or selection process is negligible’ (1996: 528). In contrast, subconscious processing takes place when the advertising is capable of being seen or heard but no active attention is paid to it. Likewise, semiconscious processing takes place when the advertising is capable of being seen or heard but is processed with a low or divided level of attention. Shapiro Macinnis & Heckler (1997) have confirmed empirically that subconscious processing of advertising can influence buying decisions. Using a computer-controlled magazine in which test material was placed in a column to one side whilst visual attention was constrained on the centre columns via the performance of two tasks, they concluded that advertising can affect buying decisions ‘...even when subjects ... do not process the ad attentively and ... do not recollect ever having seen the ad’. (1997: 102).
Implicit Memory

Implicit learning stores information in implicit memory (Berry & Dienes 1991), and Meyers-Levy and Malaviya have suggested that implicit memory might shed further light on their low attention experiential processing strategy: ‘A particularly promising approach which might be taken to advance our understanding of persuasion that occurs through an experiential processing strategy is to follow up on clues offered in the implicit memory literature.’ (1999: 55).

Implicit memory has some important properties. Not only has it been shown to be independent of attention (Jacoby, Toth and Yonolinas 1993), but it differs from explicit (i.e. attentive) memory in three further ways:


2) Implicit memory is more capacious than explicit memory (Standing 1973).

3) Implicit memory, like implicit learning, cannot operate cognitively, i.e. cannot analyse and interpret information and develop new opinions from it (Berry & Dienes 1991).

But although Implicit Memory does not operate cognitively it has been shown to be capable of operating conceptually, i.e. to be capable of retrieving meanings (e.g. emotional markers) from semantic memory and attaching these to what is perceived (MacAndrews, Glisky & Schacter 1987, Vaidya et al. 1995). This has been experimentally confirmed in an advertising context by Shapiro (1999), who exposed artificially-created advertisements for made-up brands in a variety of permutations (product alone, product + relevant and irrelevant contextual elements etc.) in conditions designed to minimise attentive fixation. Shapiro’s findings confirmed that advertising processed implicitly is able to connect with semantic
memory and therefore is able to influence attitudes towards brands.

What this shows is that advertising which is capable of being perceived can be processed without active attention yet can influence brand attitudes and choice. Alba (2000) claims this sort of inattentive perception is a manifestation of ‘mindlessness’ (sic) by consumers. He cites Dickson & Sawyer’s (1990) finding of low awareness of grocery prices even under very favourable conditions as evidence that the consumer’s ‘…knowledge is generally low and skills are weak or irrelevant?’ (Alba 2000: 1). Bargh, however, identifies such behaviour not as mindless, but as a result of the ‘real, noisy, busy world’ where ‘deliberate conscious choice processes’ are rejected in favour of automatic choice (2002: 281). His view accords with the experimental findings of Shiv & Fedorikhin (1999) mentioned earlier. In summary, Implicit Memory is independent of cognitive resource, operates continuously and automatically whether we are paying a lot or a little attention or even no attention at all, and is capable of attaching emotional meaning to anything that it perceives.

Damasio’s finding discussed earlier that emotions and feelings are formed pre-cognitively, subconsciously and autonomically suggests that the majority of affective processing must take place within implicit not explicit memory. This points to a complex sequence in which affect is processed initially and pre-cognitively by implicit memory, after which we then start cognitively processing (i.e. ‘thinking’) using explicit memory, and during this second phase we will ‘think’ about what we felt. Le Doux confirms this, stating ‘It is, indeed, possible for your brain to know that something is good or bad before it knows exactly what it is’ (1998: 69).

The idea that we process the emotional aspects of communication automatically is also supported by Watzlawick et al (1967), who find that the patterns in metacommunication are processed and learned by us automatically, regardless of how much attention we pay. More important is that they find that the digital ‘message’ in communication fades and vanishes
over time, whereas the subtle creative patterns evoked by the analogue relationship-building metacommunication endure, often for years.

So the emotional values arising from creativity which are automatically stored in implicit memory are going to be far more durable than the rational ‘messages’ which are systematically stored in explicit memory. However, the durability of implicit memory will count for nothing unless these emotional values are linked to the brand in some way, and this linkage is likely to be facilitated by repetition.

**Repetition**

Petty & Cacioppo, writing about the ‘affectively-based’ Peripheral Processing route, describe it as *‘automatic, shallow, heuristic, and mindless’* (1986: 191), and it is clear from the use of the word ‘automatic’ that they see Peripheral Processing as a substantially low attention process. One of the significant findings of the second experiment that led to the development of the ELM was that Peripheral Processing, like many forms of associative learning, benefits from repetition (1986). MacInnis & Jaworski, writing of their level one and two processing, draw a similar conclusion, stating that *‘Though the emotional or evaluative linkage between the ad and brand may be ephemeral at first exposure, repeated associations between the affectively-laden stimulus and the brand may make the brand a conditioned stimulus’* (1989: 10).

The value of repetition in a low attention environment has been demonstrated by D’Sousa & Rao, who exposed subjects to repeated radio advertising for a mature market in a divided attention situation (1995). They found evidence of ‘small but significant’ (sic) increases in top-of-mind brand awareness, predicted brand share, and brand choice, resulting from increased repetition.

Repetition does not always have a beneficial effect, and low attention repetition seems to
work best if the same execution is used. Manchanda et al (2006), investigating banner advertising on the internet, found that number of exposures, web pages, and sites all had a positive effect on the likelihood of repeat purchase. But they found that increasing the number of creative executions had a negative effect. Experimental work by Christie Nordheilm (2002) explains this. She found that repetition when ads are subject to deeper processing caused a downturn in affective responses – wear-out if you prefer. But when ads were processed in a shallow fashion, affective responses are enhanced and there was no evidence of a downturn after repetition. In effect, Nordheilm shows that consumers’ behaviour of paying less attention to ads they have seen before is likely to greatly extend their acceptability. Indeed, it would seem perhaps that it is only ads which actively seek to provoke high levels of attention that are likely to annoy consumers.

This brings us to the core problem facing the information processing paradigm, which is that consumers mostly try quite hard to avoid paying more attention to advertising than they need to. A survey in 1994 found half of consumers disliked TV advertising, and one third admitted to actively avoiding paying any attention to ads (Mittal 1994b). Tellis, even though he endorses Doyle’s view of the importance of attention, points out that consumers, when bombarded by advertising, use selective attention to ‘...simply ignore most messages that reach them...’ (1998: 120). This explains the finding discussed earlier, that emotional content in TV advertising is correlated with increased brand favourability and cerebral content is not. Emotional content – the creative elements in advertising – appears to be able to be repeatedly and implicitly processed at low attention, build strong relationships and attach emotional values to brands, all without disturbing the consumers’ peace of mind much if at all. Cerebral content – the message in advertising – cannot do this, because it needs active attentive processing in order to be understood and stored. But it is exactly this attentive processing, which marketing textbooks unanimously exhort us to strive for, which
bores and irritates consumers. And their boredom and irritation incites them to counter-argue the message, and so nullifies its effect.

5. **A Model of Emotional Processing**

Summarising the finding so far:

1. Emotion is generally seen as exerting a weak influence on brand choice, mostly operating to facilitate improved levels of attention and information processing.

2. However, it has been shown that feelings and emotions play an important role in driving decision-making, especially when decision time is constrained.

3. It has also been shown that emotional content in interpersonal communication is capable of building strong relationships.

4. It has also been shown that emotion is processed automatically and regardless of how much attention is paid, and may very possibly be processed *more* effectively at a subconscious level, when counter-argument is inhibited.

5. *In vivo* research into the effect of advertising has demonstrated that emotional content appears to have a significant positive effect on brand favourability, but cerebral content (i.e. the message) appears to have no significant influence.

6. It is concluded that brand choice is likely to be vulnerable to influence from emotional content in advertising, especially when this is exposed repeatedly.

The above indicates the need for a model which allows emotional content on its own to exert a similar ‘persuasive’ influence on brand decisions as traditional informational (i.e. message-based) content. Vakratsas & Ambler include a section on ‘pure affect’ models, and it might be thought that this route is most appropriate for developing a model in which emotion has
the greatest influence. But they observe that ‘...models based purely on affective responses are rather improbable, because some awareness appears to be a necessary condition for advertising effectiveness’ and ‘Advertising typically works on both the cognitive and affective planes’ (1997: 32). The model proposed follows this advice.

A Hierarchy-of-Processing Model

As discussed earlier, emotion is processed implicitly and automatically, which means the effects of Emotional Content are not always evident to consumers. This in turn leads to the role of emotional content being underestimated. Because of this a ‘hierarchy-of-effects’ approach is rejected in favour of a ‘hierarchy-of-processing’ model which integrates new learning in psychology.

A rationally-persuasive hierarchy-of-processing model is relatively straightforward to design. If it is assumed that high attention is paid to an advertisement, this will lead to explicit processing and Active Learning taking place. Active Learning will form ‘perceptual’ memories (literally what is seen and heard) but it will also analyse and interpret these perceptions – cognitively process them, as Brock & Shavitt describe it (1983) – and form what we might call ‘analytical’ memories. These analytical memories will create brand-linked beliefs, and if these beliefs are sufficiently persuasive then attitudes will be changed and purchase decisions influenced. This route, depicted in Figure 1, illustrates traditional rational persuasion.

Figure 1: Rational Hierarchy-of-Processing Model

The weakness of this route is that it makes ‘Descartes Error’ (Damasio 1994), and assumes Active Learning is able to lead to persuasion without the help of any emotional input. As every psychology textbook will tell you, Active Learning is always accompanied by lower attention learning (Eysenk & Keane 2000), and, as Damasio shows, persuasive decision-
making cannot take place unless the emotions concur (1994, 2004). Indeed, by excluding automatic processing, this rationally persuasive route does not provide for emotional content to have any effect other than enhancing attention and Active Learning.

In order to incorporate a greater influence for emotional content it is necessary to generate a second lower-attention processing route. It has already been established that low attention processing comprises both shallow processing and fully automatic processing, and these lead to Passive Learning and Implicit Learning respectively. Passive Learning is able to perform cognitively, so it can produce good perceptual memories but relatively weak analytical memories. This is an important property when it comes to processing advertising, as it means Passive Learning can link perceptions to brand names, and produce strong brand associations, without the need for Active Learning.

Implicit Learning, as we have established, is non-attentive and automatic. It is also non-cognitive, so it cannot analyse or interpret anything, and cannot contribute to analytical memories at all. It can, however, perceive things extremely well – if it didn’t then most of us wouldn’t be here, because we would have been run over by the first car we didn’t spot out of the corner of our eye. So Implicit Learning contributes to perceptual memories.

But the most important role of Implicit Learning in the model is that it is responsible for emotional processing: it automatically processes the emotional values in the advertising content and stores these in semantic memory as what we might call ‘conceptual’ memories. Of course, Implicit Learning can only link these to a brand name if Passive Learning also takes place, and even then the effect is likely to be the weak ‘pure affect transfer’ described in level two of MacInnis & Jaworski’s MOA (1989:4).

But suppose a familiar scenario is presented in the advertising – say a clown, or a baby, or Father Christmas, or a cowboy. Implicit Learning will be able to automatically activate
‘somatic markers’ which the consumer has built up around the scenario, from personal past experiences, TV and films etc., and present a much more complex and powerful set of emotional values. Provided this scenario is repeated a few times, and is reasonably unique, Passive Learning will be able to link the whole scenario to the brand as a brand association. In this way the scenario association acts as a ‘bridge’ between the brand and the powerful emotional values.

Processing like this will not establish strong rational brand performance benefits in the consumer’s mind, but instead it will build equally tangible ‘brand associations’ which are emotionally charged, or ‘emotionally competent’ as Damasio describes it (2004: 91). The key difference is this: the brand performance benefit derives from a rational message, which consumers can subject to scrutiny and examine for credibility; the emotionally-competent brand association is unlikely in itself to be seen to convey any rational message, so the credibility of the association is unlikely ever to be questioned. Even more important, the brand performance benefit results in an overt change in attitudes which consumers can counter-argue and nullify, but the emotional response generated by the brand association is automatic, internal, and self generated, and the resulting changes in attitude will therefore be covert. And you cannot counter-argue attitude changes which are covert and which you are not aware of. The implication is that Emotion presented in this way, through the medium of an emotionally competent brand association, can influence your buying decision – ‘persuade’ you, if you like – without you being aware of it. The full model is shown in Figure 2.

**Figure 2: Rational and Emotional Hierarchy-of-Processing Model**

At face value the formation of emotionally competent brand associations appears to correspond to the level three ‘heuristic evaluation’ of the MOA (1989:4). But there are important differences between the MOA and this new model:
In the MOA, attention needs to be ‘focused on the ad’ (1989:4). The new model requires only inattentive shallow and automatic processing to be taking place.

2 In the MOA, heuristic evaluation appears to be active and conscious: ‘schema-driven knowledge is used to interpret and evaluate... salient ad cues’ (1989:11). In the new model the evaluation is automatic and therefore likely to be subconscious.

3 In the MOA, heuristics operate in respect of the message: ‘Note that though responses are generated from the execution, the consumer uses them to make inferences about the message’ (1989:11). In the new model the message does not need to play any part in the emotional processing.

4 In the MOA, credibility and comprehensibility of the message is important: ‘Cognitive and emotional responses to the credibility (and) comprehensibility of the ad ... will be the strongest determinants of brand attitude’ (1989: 11). In the new model, issues of credibility and comprehensibility surrounding the brand association will address whether or not it has relevance to the product category and is convincingly portrayed. Neither of these will impinge on brand attitudes changes, which will happen automatically and mostly subconsciously.

Examples of the success of Emotional Persuasion

Is there any evidence that this route produces advertising that builds successful brands? Take the four examples alluded to earlier. Everyone remembers Ronald McDonald, whose tenure of McDonald’s advertising coincided with a period of astonishing business success. Perhaps not so many will recall the sweet and helpless-looking baby which ran for 16 years in Michelin tyre ads, a period in which the brand’s reputation grew consistently. Is it any coincidence that the most famous icon in the world – Father Christmas – was developed in advertising by possibly the most successful brand in the world – Coca Cola? And everyone
associates the cowboy, a symbol of freedom and independence, with Marlboro, the world’s most successful cigarette brand. Nowadays of course the association is with Michael Schumacher, Ferrari, and Formula One car racing, which trigger emotional values arguably even more potent amongst young people: speed, excitement, danger, success, wealth, celebrity status, etc.

All of these campaigns share important similarities. All ran or have run for long periods, achieving the level of repetition identified as important in both Ehrenberg’s (1974) Reinforcement model and Petty & Cacioppo’s (1986) Peripheral Processing route. And in all of them the message was relatively irrelevant, and has long been forgotten, whilst the emotive power of the association lives on undiminished. This is entirely in accord with the enduring nature of emotional meta-communication, as identified by Watzlawick et al (1967).

Two further qualifications are needed to complete the model. It would be foolish to deny that emotionally competent associations can sometimes also have an overt effect on attitudes. It is possible, for example, that a few consumers might make a rational decision to visit a McDonald Hamburger Restaurant because they know their children like clowns, or buy a Michelin tyres because they approved of the babies shown in the ads. These eventualities are illustrated by connecting lines between ‘Brand-linked Emotionally Competent Associations’ and ‘Brand-linked Beliefs’ and ‘Overt attitude change towards Brand’. It is also possible for emotional content in advertising to contribute towards the successful formation of beliefs, and this is reflected in a dotted connection between ‘Conceptual memories’ and ‘Brand-linked Beliefs’. Further links may be conjectured, and the author invites others to contribute to this discussion.

6. **Implications for Advertising Development**
In an ideal world every product has a unique selling promise: as Rosser Reeves put it, ‘...one strong claim, or one strong concept’ that the consumer remembers from the advertisement (Reeves 1961: 34). But the start of the third millennium is not an ideal world. Product and service improvements are matched by competitors with effortless ease (Heath 2000) and certainly within the time frame it takes to write, cast, film, and post-produce a TV commercial. The reality is that there is no longer much if any strategic ‘high ground’ left. Yet every client and every ad agency still brief their advertising using message-linked terminology (Hall & Maclay 1991, Heath & Feldwick 2007). And there appears to be no doubt in anyone’s mind that this is the right way to approach communication. As Heath & Feldwick put it: ‘The ideas and the words that continue to dominate advertising’s professional discourse –attention, recall, proposition, benefits, message – are taken for granted... as simple descriptions of an objective reality, or absolute truths beyond questioning’ (Heath & Feldwick 2007).

The matter is made worse by the behaviour of the consumer. As Tellis so eloquently points out, consumers ‘... do not yearn for ads’ (1998: 121). Clancey (1992) reveals two thirds of respondents are doing some other activity when watching television, and Soley (1994) quotes various studies which find between 20% and 40% of people leave the room when the advertising breaks are on. And as long ago as 1989 Gilmore & Secunda quoted sources which found that between 70% and 90% of viewers ‘zipped’ (i.e. played them through fast forward) ads in previously recorded material.

But in this article there are some important new constructs which help to overcome these problems. Emotional content in advertising is revealed as being not just a crutch to increase attention and support message communication, but a persuasive communication mechanism in its own right. Moreover, emotional content is infinitely variable and is thus more easily made unique to the brand. Emotional content can be ‘owned’ by a brand in a way that is
mostly no longer possible with a factual message. Best of all, emotional content actually appears to work better when less cognitive resource is used and less attention is paid.

Given this scenario it is clear that marketers need not just to embrace emotional content in advertising, but plan it. The paragraphs in the creative brief that refer to ‘creativity’ or ‘mood’ or ‘tone-of-voice’ should not be there as an afterthought alongside the informational message, they should be elevated alongside it. And they should be subject to exactly the same amount of discussion, consideration, market research, and soul-searching as the proposition and the informational message it contains. Indeed, there is an argument in this article which suggests that the creative elements should be given more attention than the message, as the message is quite possibly not going to be either new or interesting to the consumer.

A case study illustrates what can happen when the message is ignored and the focus of effort is directed entirely onto the emotional communication. Heath & Feldwick (2007) quote a campaign in 1999 for a snack food product aimed at teenagers. The TV advertising consisted of a pop song accompanying a series of surreally linked and sometimes bizarre scenes through which the product passed. But what was unusual about this song was that the lyrics were nonsense – meaningless gibberish. So the ad contained no factual message at all.

The ad was pre-tested using standard metrics for ‘ease of understanding’, ‘believability’, ‘relevance’, ‘branding’ and ‘persuasion’. Not surprisingly, since the ad contained no message, the results were disastrous. Even the music was disliked. But because of timing consideration the ad was put on air.

The results were exceptional. The ad became the most recalled and liked ad among teenagers and adults for three months in a row, in an independent survey of all advertising in its geographical market. It achieved high spontaneous recall, with 93% liking the ad very much,
especially the song. Most importantly, the brand took a substantial share of the market.

How the ad achieved this can be explained by this article. It was exposed repeatedly, and so the visuals and music became closely linked with the brand as an association. It can be assumed that this emotional content triggered a whole variety of emotional markers in the audiences’ mind. We can speculate what these markers might have been: some would have seen it as crazy art, some just a bit of fun, others perhaps viewed it as an iconoclastic attack on advertising itself. All of these would have changed attitudes towards the brand, made consumers feel it was young, fresh, bold, and exciting. Probably most consumers never actively realised their attitudes were being influenced in this way, but it clearly worked, because the sales results were not only excellent, but could not be attributed to any other influence.

7. **Discussion**

This article has reviewed existing opinions on the role of emotion in advertising, new research which suggests emotional content may be more effective in creating strong brands than rational factual messages, and new learning on the psychology of emotional communication and its role in decision-making. The findings point to emotional content being a powerful aid to marketers in what are fairly troubled times.

In order to help marketers and advertisers to use emotional content more effectively, a hierarchy-of-processing model, incorporating both emotional and rational persuasion, is proposed. This model is not intended to invalidate previous models, it adds to them, increasing the importance of emotional communication so that it can stand alongside and operate in tandem with its rational counterpart.

What the model does do is call into question assumptions that have been made about other constructs. Perhaps the level of attention (i.e. *cognitive* resource being deployed) being paid
to advertising is not a vital as marketers think it is? Perhaps engagement, which can be defined as the amount of feeling being deployed, is what we should all be concerning ourselves with? The author welcomes further discussion on these issues.

The model also raises an ethical dilemma. If emotional content in advertising is able to work at low attention and influence attitudes covertly, then advertising cease to behave ‘... openly, in the bare and pitiless sunlight’ (Reeves 1961: 70) and starts to behave like Vance Packard’s ‘Hidden Persuader’ (1957). This brings with it new responsibilities. It is easy, in hindsight, to condemn Phillip Morris’s use of the iconic cowboy to sell cigarettes. It is a great deal harder to predict what harm may be being done right now by seemingly innocuous emotional elements in advertising. This topic needs much more discussion.

In conclusion, it appears that Duncan & Moriarty’s view of communication being about ‘…creating and sending messages...’ (1999: 44) is oversimplistic, misleading, and plain wrong. As Watzlawick says, ‘Every communication has a content and a relationship aspect such that the latter classifies the former and is therefore a meta-communication’ (1967, p.54). If he is right, and the evidence suggests he is, then it is this contextual affective relationship-building meta-communication which changes fundamental feelings and attitudes towards brands, not the message it qualifies. The advice to those developing advertising is never to forget that the ‘message’ is really only one part of advertising, and that what might be called the ‘messenger’ – the advertising itself – is arguably a greater influence on the way people behave.
### Table 1: Correlation Coefficients – US Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cerebral</th>
<th>Emotional</th>
<th>Fav-Shift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cerebral Content</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Content</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.403</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fav-Shift</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.291</td>
<td>.532 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level of confidence.

**Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level of confidence.

### Table 2: Correlation Coefficients – UK Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cerebral</th>
<th>Emotional</th>
<th>Fav-Shift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cerebral Content</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Content</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>-.241</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fav-Shift</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>-.275</td>
<td>.587 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level of confidence.

**Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level of confidence.

### Table 3: Pearson (Zero Order) Coefficients versus Partial Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>USA &amp; UK</th>
<th>USA only</th>
<th>UK Only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zero-Order</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>Zero-Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebral Content</td>
<td>+0.09</td>
<td>+0.07</td>
<td>+0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Content</td>
<td>+0.50**</td>
<td>+0.50*</td>
<td>+0.53**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level of confidence.

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level of confidence.
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